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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

The impact of COVID-19 on the green household consumer

• COVID-19 pushes green household care products to new highs

• COVID-19's impact on the green household care consumer and German consumer behaviour

Market context

• COVID-19 drives spend on household care and environmental concerns

• Sustainability and pollution

Mintel predicts

• Green homecare set up for great success

• Eco-certified household care products taking over

Opportunities

• Use local ingredients to showcase added value

• Put packaging in the spotlight

• Go beyond promoting physical health

• Quick download resources

MARKET DRIVERS

• COVID-19: market context

• The impact of COVID-19 on the German economy

- Graph 1: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-22

• The impact of the economy on the market

Household size and composition

• The number of single-person households projected to increase

• Younger men and older women most frequently living alone

- Graph 2: people living alone by age, 2020

Household waste and plastic pollution

• Recycling efforts bear fruit in Germany

- Graph 3: household waste composition per inhabitant per year, 1985 vs 2018
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• Recycling efforts bear fruit in Germany

• Questionable success of compostable packaging

Sustainability and climate change

• Declining trend in greenhouse gas emissions

- Graph 4: greenhouse gas emissions, 2010-20

• Going beyond eco-claims for true sustainability

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behaviour

• COVID-19 boosted spend on household care products

- Graph 5: changes in spending habits for household care products since the start of the COVID-19 outbreak, 2020-21

• Key shifts in consumer behaviour

- Graph 6: consumers trying to act in a way that is not harmful to the environment, 2019-21

• Green hygiene to go

Household care purchasing responsibility

• Promote equality to close the gender cleaning gap

- Graph 7: responsibility for purchasing household care products, 2021

Types of household care products bought

• Eco-friendly alternatives challenge the dominance of regular household care products

• Make mixed buyers commit to sustainability

• Challenge stereotypical gender roles within the homecare market

• Bundle up

- Graph 8: number of regular and eco-friendly products bought in the last six months, 2021

• Eco-friendly paper products and hand-dishwashing liquid most popular alternatives

- Graph 9: regular and eco-friendly purchases of household care products in the last six months, 2021

• Eco-friendly paper products lead the way

• Take paper products further with alternatives to plastic and virgin cellulose

• Invest in natural formulas across all dishwashing products

- Graph 10: dishwasher equipment rate per 100 households, 2015-20

• Invest in natural formulas across all dishwashing products

Change in purchase frequency of eco-friendly household care products and motivations for purchasing more

• Eco-friendly household care products on the rise

• Young consumers drive market expansion while older generations fall behind

• Appeal to older consumers with concentrated formulas

• Own label tapping into cleaning tabs
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• Financial health predicts eco-friendly purchasing habits

- Graph 11: change in purchase frequency of green household care products, by financial situation, 2021

• Environmental concerns drive expansion of green homecare

- Graph 12: reasons for purchasing more eco-friendly products than twelve months ago, 2021

• Healthy homes, healthy minds

• Reassure parents with high quality products

Purchase drivers for regular and eco-friendly household care products

• Savvy shopping dominant in household care purchases

- Graph 13: purchase drivers for regular and eco-friendly products, 2021

• Help consumers save by reducing packaging costs

• Offer more for less

• Minimise ingredients to maximise trust

• Tap into aromatherapy

• Examples of NPD with aromatherapy claims

Interest in eco-friendly household care product concepts

• Packaging concerns are top of mind for German consumers

- Graph 14: interest in eco-friendly household care product concepts, 2021

• Put packaging in the spotlight

• Rethink packaging for additional value

• Waste not, want not

• Waste ingredients from food and drink industries find their way into homecare products

Attitudes towards eco-friendly household care products

• Consumers remain doubtful about eco-friendly homecare brands

- Graph 15: attitudes towards eco-friendly household care products, 2021

• Proof before purchase

• Transparency: the key to satisfy consumer doubts

• Build trust with familiar concepts

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

• Aircare enjoys a recent uptake in new launch activity

- Graph 16: NPD in household care products by category, 2018-21

• Examples of aircare launches featuring ethical claims

• Ethical and environmental claims lead the way in homecare

- Graph 17: NPD in household care products, by leading claims, 2018-21

• Prove effectiveness of green homecare products

• Dishwashing on its way to turning fully eco-friendly
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- Graph 18: proportion of new household care product launches carrying any environmental claims, by category, 2018-21

• Stand out from the sea of claims by using tangible concepts

• Expand into eco-friendly cleaning equipment by putting the environment in focus

• Examples of eco-friendly cleaning equipment launches

• Increased focus on eco-friendly packaging

- Graph 19: proportion of NPD in the household care category, by ethical and environmental claims, 2018-21

• Go fully recycled to improve the industry standard

• Aim for a local difference

• Stand out with low carbon emissions

• Examples of CO2 neutral homecare products

• Own labels step in the right direction

• Examples of own label initiatives towards sustainability

• Henkel leads the way in NPD featuring eco-friendly claims

- Graph 20: branded NPD in household care products with ethical and environmental claims, by top 10 companies,

2019-20

• New formats disrupting the homecare market

Advertising and marketing activity

• Procter & Gamble promotes product efficiency as a tool for sustainability

• Werner & Mertz raises awareness about plastic pollution

• Eco-friendly cleaning sets to help clean up oceans

• DM goes beyond carbon neutral

MARKET SIZE AND SEGMENTATION

• Hygiene concerns drive up homecare product sales

• Eco-certified household care products taking over

• Substantial potential for green homecare

APPENDIX

Appendix – products covered, abbreviations, consumer research methodology and language usage

• Products covered in this Report

• Abbreviations

• Consumer research methodology

• A note on language
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About Mintel Reports: Germany

Access our reports now and get the most
accurate, credible and powerful data, insights
and analysis. Mintel Reports Germany gives you
everything you need to know about what German
consumers want and why.

In each report, we're analysing the market, new
product innovations and the competitive
landscape, as well as consumer behaviours
across Germany. Our local analysts, supported by
our team of global experts then translate it into
what it means for you.

What makes us unique?

A 360-degree view of German
markets

Experienced analysts based in
Germany

Expert-led support from global
category experts

How Mintel Reports Germany will help your business grow:

Identify future
opportunities by
understanding what
German consumers want
and why

Make better decisions
faster by keeping
informed on what's
happening across your
market

See the trends and innovations
impacting Germany both on a
local and global level
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a German licensed
market survey agent (See Research Methodology
for more information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
call your local helpdesk.

Published by Mintel Group Ltd
www.mintel.com

Help desk

UK +44 (0)20 7778 7155

US +1 (312) 932 0600

Australia +61 (0)2 8284 8100

China +86 (21) 6386 6609
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